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QUALITY

Our Management System
Our management system will be designed to deliver 
our strategy and we will take a systematic approach 
in the management of our work.  We will manage 
our system as a set of interconnected processes to 
deliver our objectives.  Assigned individuals in the 
Aspire Defence organisation will be accountable 
for ensuring suitability and effectiveness of our 
processes.  We will ensure our management system 
complies with the requirements of BS EN ISO9001.

Our Performance
We will measure the performance of our processes 
in the delivery of requirements and monitor 
them against agreed objectives.  We will analyse 
our overall performance to ensure effective 
implementation of the management system.  We will 
base our decisions on the logical analysis of data 
and ensure that all relevant information is available 
before decisions are taken and implemented.

Our Continual Improvement
We will establish a culture where learning and 
knowledge sharing is promoted and valued.  We will 
continually seek to improve the effectiveness and 
efficiency of our processes to deliver ‘best in 
class’ performance.

Our Customers
We are committed to complying with the 
requirements of the Ministry of Defence and to 
continually understand and meet their needs.  
Through the effective alignment of objectives we 
will balance the needs of the MoD with those of our 
sponsors, employees, subcontractors and society, 
and endeavour to satisfy all parties.

Our Leadership
We will establish and communicate our vision 
and strategy for Aspire Defence and through our 
leadership exhibit our core values to guide the 
behaviour of all to achieve our objectives.  We 
will ensure that this policy is communicated and 
understood by all employees and subcontractors.

Our People
We will utilise the knowledge and experience of 
our people in the development of Aspire Defence.  
We will ensure our people are competent and that 
their individual goals are aligned to the strategy, 
objectives and processes of Aspire Defence.  We 
will recognise their contribution to the success of 
Aspire Defence.

POLICY STATEMENT
Aspire Defence is committed to delivering Project Allenby/Connaught to the Ministry of Defence in 
compliance with its expectations for quality.  The objectives and operations of Aspire Defence shall be 
assured through an established management system.


